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The oldest geodetic mark found by a USPS member in 2019 was quite an 
adventure. The story actually began 2 years earlier. Steve & Glenda Bryant of the 
Oklahoma City Sail & Power Squadron set sail to uninhabited Great Tobago Island, 
BVI. They found a mooring ball and tied to it. Steve went ashore to climb the 
mountain to the top where the mark was located. He was not prepared for the 
climb and had to call it off. Fast forward to 10/23/19. They sailed back to the 
location and found the same mooring ball. This time Steve was better prepared 
with water and a machete. He climbed to the top of the mountain, found the 
mark and the reference mark, just as they were in 1918 when they were set by 
the Coast and Geodetic Survey (CGS).    Steve cleared the area to have a line of 
sight between the two marks, taking numerous photos. Steve returned to the 
boat and uploaded a photo of each mark to his Facebook page, but then lost his 
camera before saving the remaining photos.  The PID-DESIGNATION of their finds 
were TV0466-TOBAGO and CE5685-TOBAGO_RM_1 at positions 18 26 36.8 (N) 
064 49 26.9 (W) and 18 26 29 (N) 064 49 26 (W) respectively.  Per the NGS 
datasheet, the marks had never been previously recovered.  Congratulations 
Steve & Glenda! 
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You may be wondering how a CGS mark was set on British territory.  Well, we 
really don’t have the answer to that yet, but in the TV0466 datasheet, the mark’s 
STATE/COUNTY is listed as VQ/ST THOMAS, the COUNTRY as US, and the USGS 
QUAD as CRUZ BAY OE N (2013).  Cruz Bay is a town in United States Virgin 
Islands.   
 
Although there are hundreds of marks showing in National Geodetic Survey Data 
Explorer (NGDSE) on the U.S. territories of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
there are also occasional marks on at least 15 non-U.S. island territories/countries 
in the Caribbean.  Often, those marks are at airports, but sometimes they are at 
other locations like the mark Steve recovered.  Some non-U.S. islands having 
marks (monumented by NGS, CGS, and other agencies) from north to south are:  
The Bahamas, Jamaica, Dominican Republic, British Virgin Islands, Anguilla, 
Barbuda, St Kitts, Antigua, Dominica, St Lucia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, 
Barbados, Granada, Tobago, and Trinidad.    
 
Islands that do not have marks showing in NGSDE from north to south are Cuba, 
Turks/Caicos Islands, Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Marie Galante, and Martinique. 


